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Abstract
The run time for many optimisation algorithms, particularly those that explicitly consider mul-
tiple objectives, can be impractically large when applied to real world problems. This paper
reports an investigation into the behaviour of Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimisation
(MOPSO), which seeks to reduce the number of objective function evaluations needed, with-
out degrading solution quality. By restricting archive size and strategically reducing the trial
solution population size, it has been found the number of function evaluations can be reduced
by 66.7% without significant reduction in solution quality. In fact, careful manipulation of
algorithm operating parameters can even significantly improve solution quality.
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1 Introduction

Particle swarm optimisation (PSO), originally introduced by James Kennedy and Russell Eber-
hart [7], is a valuable technique for solving single objective problems. Multi-objective optimi-
sation (MOO) consists of methods for optimising multiple objective functions with conflicting
objectives. The interactions between the multiple objectives cause a trade-off between objec-
tives. Extending the PSO strategy for solving MOO problems was proposed by Moore and
Chapman in an unpublished manuscript in 1991 [9]. In 2002, multi-objective PSO (MOPSO)
systems began to appear in the literature [2, 4, 5, 6]. For a problem with competing objectives,
iterations of a MOPSO program allow each particle to attempt to find an optimal solution as
close as possible to the Pareto-optimal front by moving through the parameter-space.

1.1 Computational cost for MOPSO

The run time for a MOPSO program can be very large when it is utilised for real world problems.
This is primarily caused by the often excessively large computing time taken to evaluate the
solution fitness. Current work using Binary MOPSO-based optimisation on some antenna
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design problems requires more than 15 minutes per function evaluation, and is projected to rise
to over 60 minutes to satisfy frequency range and spatial resolution requirements [5]. When
extrapolated to the tens of thousands of evaluations required for metaheuristic optimisation
algorithms this becomes very important, as it can determine whether the optimisation exercise is
practical within a business context. Finding ways to cut down on this time would be very useful.
There has been research into adaptive velocity parameters and varying the velocity values
themselves [3]. There has also been exploration into limiting the non-dominated archive [13,
1, 8], and adaptive particle populations have been trialled [13]. This latter example, adaptive
population, is of interest because it could lead to a decrease in the number of particles without
a significant loss in solution effectiveness.

Using ideas similar to inoculating the initial population [10], the initial population incor-
porates knowledge of the domain by using strategies that utilise knowledge discovered by one
or more high quality solutions. This can be done by running the algorithm again but first
injecting knowledge found by high quality solutions back into the initial population. The ap-
proach tested tries to allow the particles to explore using a large population in an attempt to
find high quality solutions quickly. Then the population is reduced, the non-dominated archive
seeded with carefully chosen, high quality solutions and allowed to forget its prior exploration
knowledge (such as personal best values). This should allow the reduced population to continue
to search with a stochastic nature without falling into traps such as local optimum. The idea
of forgetting was observed to improve performance in some PSO and PSO-variant algorithms
on a range of benchmark functions [11].

One of the motivations behind this study is to determine the loss of overall effectiveness,
if any exists, when using time varying particle populations. The intention is to determine if
reducing the CPU time is worth the loss of solution quality. It should be noted that throughout
the literature, experiments have been implemented by first running the simulation (for a small
number of iterations) with a large initial population of particles. The experiments were then
performed using smaller initial populations whose positions were chosen from the more effective
higher population run [12]. This allows the particles to begin simulations with more knowledge
which may help their search for the Pareto-optimal front [10].

2 Methodology

The methods tested were applied to the benchmark test functions ZDT1-ZDT4 in 2 dimensions.
Convergence was tested by taking the mean distance from the non-dominated particles in the
archive to the true Pareto-front. Coverage was tested by partitioning the objective-space into m
segments, where m is the number of non-dominated particles within the archive. If one or more
particles were found within a segment then that segment was given a value of 1. If no particles
were present then it was given a value of 0. The percentage of filled segments compared to the
total number of segments was taken to be the coverage value.

2.1 Summary of Choices Used in Algorithm

A stochastic model was used for the initial positions by using randomised positions and veloc-
ities. A predetermined limit for the number of non-dominated particles within the archive was
enforced for specific experiments. The particles were removed randomly to maintain the archive
limit. A single personal best value was selected. For each iteration an individual particles per-
sonal best was compared with its new position. The personal best was only replaced if it was
dominated by the new position. The method used for selecting the global best position was
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roulette wheel selection for the non-dominated archive (which simply picks one of the leaders
at random).

3 Analysing Varying Populations

During a simulation run it is possible to vary the populations. Varying the population also
changes the number of mappings from parameter space to objective space, potentially reducing
the computational load.

An analysis of the coverage and convergence was performed for each iteration for an entire
simulation run. The aim was to see if there was a specific time within a run when the population
could be reduced without causing a significant deterioration in the final solutions. Benchmark
functions ZDT1-ZDT4 were run 100 times for 100 iterations. Three different initial populations
were used (10, 30 and 60). Figure 1 shows the time evolution of average coverage for each
function, for each of the three initial population sizes. (The convergence was tested but not
recorded as it decreased monotonically for ZDT1-4, with quasi-logarithmic improvement. This
is what might intuitively be expected.) The results of the time evolution analysis revealed
that the coverage does not always evolve monotonically. As may be seen in Figure 1, coverage
for ZDT3 and ZDT4 does not evolve in such a smooth monotonic manner. One of the most
important observations was the first rise in coverage occurred over the first 20 iterations for
ZDT1-ZDT2.

In Figure 1, different behaviour may be observed for the three different populations (10, 30
and 60) from left to right. The coverage and convergence were observed to improve for higher
initial populations for each ZDT function.

Using what was observed in all the simulations the analysis for dropping the population
within a single simulation was performed. An initial population of 60 particles was run for 20
iterations. This was chosen because the first rapid rise in coverage occurred over the first 20
iterations for ZDT1 - ZDT4. For the rest of the 80 iterations the particle population was then
reduced to 10. The 10 particles were selected from the original archive by dividing the objective
space into 10 even sections (based on objective 1) with a random archive particle chosen from
each section. They were allowed to forget any previous knowledge from the high population
run (such as personal best values). There were 100 repeated runs for each case. The data is
summarised in Table 1, presented as average coverage, as a percentage, and convergence as
mean±SD.

ZDT1 ZDT2
No Reduction Reduction No Reduction Reduction

Coverage 69.4379 72.5820 61.4803 70.4974
Convergence 0.0066±0.0020 0.0052±0.0011 0.0148±0.0075 0.0069±0.0014

ZDT3 ZDT4
No Reduction Reduction No Reduction Reduction

Coverage 42.2910 43.1540 55.0063 70.6594
Convergence 0.0170±0.0056 0.0137±0.0024 0.2014±0.1888 0.0021±0.0005

Table 1: Average coverage and convergence over 100 runs comparing between initial population
of 60 and time varying population (60 to 10).

The test run (No reduction in population) uses 6000 mappings (a mapping between
parameter-space and objective space by evaluation of the objective function). Table 1 shows
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Figure 1: Average coverage of non-dominated particles over 100 iterations with initial popu-
lations of 10, 30, and 60. ZDT1, ZDT2, ZDT3, and ZDT4 are shown in rows 1,2,3 and 4,
respectively.

that for ZDT1-ZDT4 the convergence and coverage improved when the population was dropped
(when comparing to the test run). The minimum increase in coverage was greater than 1%
(ZDT3) and went as high as 15% (ZDT4). The minimum improvement in convergence was
greater than 5% (ZDT1) and went as high as 98% (ZDT4). The largest improvements were
observed in ZDT4. ZDT4 requires particles to pass local minima in order to converge to the
true Pareto front. It appears that selecting a small number of points from the (elite) archive and
forgetting past information may remove or reduce the attraction to local minima, significantly
enhancing convergence. The general improvements in coverage across all benchmark functions
is attributed to the deliberate selection of a well-spaced sampling from the archive. These points
will then act as more uniformly distributed guide particles, overcoming the inherent bias in the
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first objective that is a characteristic of the ZDT functions.

4 Conclusion

A primary motivation of the research was to explore the technique of time varying populations
in order to reduce the computational cost of a canonical MOPSO algorithm. A reduction
of 66.7% in objective function evaluations did not see any degradation to the final solutions
for both coverage and convergence. In fact in most cases both the coverage and convergence
improved for the final solutions. The coverage was observed to have a minimum increase of
over 1% (ZDT3) and maximum of 15% (ZDT4). The minimum improvement in convergence
observed was 5% (ZDT1) with the max going as high as 98% (ZDT4). What appeared to be
important was the way the new smaller population was chosen from the larger initial population;
some care needs to be taken to ensure a reasonably uniform sampling across the range of archive
members to achieve the gains in quality of results.

This paper reports preliminary observations on benchmark problems. Further experiments
are required to determine whether the significant gains are achievable across a range of real
world problems.
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